Idesco presented AESCO and its new generation of access control readers at SKYDD 2012
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The SKYDD 2012 Exhibition, held recently in Stockholm, brought together security professionals from around the world. Idesco exhibited a variety of its newest products, including the novel security concept, AESCO which garnered the “Innovative Achievement” award in the Detektor International Security Awards at SKYDD 2012. AESCO is the first solution of its kind in the market, enabling the profoundly cost-effective security upgrade of existing access control systems to the highest level. Indeed, the award jury commented that, “Idesco’s solution to overcome an old security problem is a true victory for smart innovative thinking”.

Crucially, AESCO’s encryption/decryption method secures all data transfer in your system. Since it also seamlessly embeds into existing systems, it provides easiest, most cost-effective method for lifting your system to the very pinnacle of security.

Idesco also presented its new generation of access control readers that allow incomparably fast and convenient technology migrations and updates. Leading the pack was the Access 8 CD 5 2.0 AES, currently the most secure access control reader on the market. Access 8 CD 5 2.0 AES, provides full 128-bit AES-encrypted reader-host communication, as part of the AESCO
comprehensive solution.